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People share their workout experiences on social network sites (SNSs). The present
study examined how perceived exposure to these workout-related SNS posts may
affect individuals’ engagement in physical activities through perceived descriptive and
injunctive norms of workout in their network, and how self-efficacy in workout moderated
the effect of perceived descriptive norm on their workout intention, which was measured
in general and specific ways. An online survey was conducted with a convenience
sample of 807 responses in China. Results show that perceived descriptive norm of
workout in one’s network mediated the relationship between perceived exposure to
workout-related SNS posts and perceived injunctive norm. In addition, self-efficacy in
workout moderated the effect of perceived descriptive norm on workout intention—both
general and specific—but the normative influence was stronger at a low level of self-
efficacy compared to a high level. Furthermore, perceived injunctive norm only predicted
the general rather than specific workout intention, suggesting that the perception of
most people’s approval might not be priority when people consider details about
workout. These findings develop the theory of normative social behavior by illustrating
the relationship between perceived descriptive and injunctive norm and shed light on
the relative strength of the motivating factors of workout in different situations.

Keywords: SNS, perceived injunctive norm, perceived descriptive norm, workout, self-efficacy, psychological
distance

INTRODUCTION

The penetration rate of social network sites (SNSs) has increased rapidly across the world. By July
2020, 51% of people in the world used at least one SNS and the number of active SNS users reached
3.96 billion (Kemp, 2020). SNSs enable individuals to interact with their social contacts by sharing
details of their daily life. Consequently, sharing workout experiences through SNSs has become
increasingly common (Vaterlaus et al., 2015; Pinkerton et al., 2017; Liu and Kashian, 2020).

The extant scholarship has explained how workout posts via SNSs might motivate individuals to
engage in physical activities from multiple perspectives such as social comparison (Burke and Rains,
2018; Peng et al., 2019), behavioral modeling (Vaterlaus et al., 2015; Raggatt et al., 2018), and social
support (Hamari and Koivisto, 2015). The perspective of particular interest to the current study
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is social norm. The theory of normative social behavior (TNSB;
Rimal and Lapinski, 2015) posits that individuals’ behavior
is guided by their perceived social norms, which are usually
categorized into descriptive versus injunctive norms (Cialdini
et al., 1990). Research has extended this theory by linking
perceived exposure to the information about the given behavior
and perceived social norms. These studies show that the
influence of SNS posts on health behavior was mediated by
individuals’ perceived social norms of the given behavior,
specifically perceived injunctive norm (Nesi et al., 2017; Rui and
Stefanone, 2017; Yang and Zhao, 2017), perceived descriptive
norm (Litt and Stock, 2011; Duong and Liu, 2019), or both
(Zhang and Jemmott, 2014).

Notably, research reviewed above focuses on questionable
behaviors such as drinking alcohol (Nesi et al., 2017; Rui and
Stefanone, 2017; Yang and Zhao, 2017), smoking cigarettes
(Litt and Stock, 2011; Duong and Liu, 2019), and sexual
encounter (Zhang and Jemmott, 2014). However, the present
study focuses on workout, a pro-health behavior. Although
research offered empirical evidence on the facilitating effects
of perceived descriptive and injunctive norms on pro-health
behavior such as healthy diet (Mollen et al., 2013; Staunton et al.,
2014), whether workout posts via SNSs can shape these two
types of perceived norm, especially perceived injunctive norms,
is understudied. While individuals may need SNS posts, which
provide cues for approval (i.e., perceived injunctive norm), as
justifications for questionable behaviors, they may not need to
estimate perceived injunctive norm of pro-health behaviors based
on SNS posts. This renders whether perceived exposure may still
affect perceived injunctive norm of workout unknown. Following
TNSB (Rimal and Lapinski, 2015), we argue that the perceived
exposure to workout posts via SNSs may still predict perceived
descriptive norm of workout directly, but its relationship with
perceived injunctive norm of workout might be indirect via
perceived descriptive norm. The first goal of this study is to test
this potential mediation effect.

In addition, the main effect of self-efficacy on workout has
received sufficient support (Marcus et al., 1992; Oman and
King, 1998; McAuley et al., 2006; Shin et al., 2006; Haas,
2011). The present study aims to examine whether self-efficacy
may moderate the relationship between perceived descriptive
norm and workout intention. Rimal and Lapinski (2015)
called for research examining moderators on the relationship
between perceived social norm and behavior. Research on
TNSB has provided empirical evidence on the moderation
effect of group identity (Yang and Zhao, 2017) and outcome
expectancy (Dieterich et al., 2013) for this relationship. We seek
to extend this scholarship by testing the potential moderation
effect of self-efficacy. Furthermore, we distinguish from previous
research by using two measures of workout intention: general
versus specific measures. As the construal level theory (CLT)
of psychological distance shows, decisions are driven more by
feasibility perceptions when individuals have a low psychological
distance of the target, but desirability perceptions motivate
decisions more when they exhibit a high psychological distance
of the target (Liberman and Trope, 1998; Eyal et al., 2009; Chu
and Yang, 2020). Thus, the relative effects of self-efficacy—as

the indicator of feasibility perception—and perceived social
norm—as the indicator of desirability perception—on workout
intention may vary depending on the measure of intention. The
literature review is structured in line with these two goals.

Perceived Social Network Site Exposure
and Workout Norm
Conceptualizing Social Norm
The social influence literature posits that the social norm is an
important predictor of human behavior (Cialdini et al., 1990;
Borsari and Carey, 2001) because norms function as codes
that “either prescribe or proscribe behaviors that members of a
group can enact” (Lapinski and Rimal, 2005; p. 129). As social
belongingness is a fundamental need (Leary and Baumeister,
2000), social norm can pressure individuals to engage in certain
behavior such as workout (Okun et al., 2002; Lee, 2011).

The theory of normative social behavior contends that
different types of social norm need to be distinguished (Lapinski
and Rimal, 2005). First, social norms can exist at the collective
level, providing individuals in a group, community, or society
with guidance on how to act in specific situations (Lapinski
and Rimal, 2005). However, individuals may have different
interpretations of collective norm, and these interpretations do
not necessarily match collective norms (Borsari and Carey, 2003).
Hence, norms can also exist at the individual level, which TNSB
termed as perceived norm. The majority of research demonstrated
the effect of perceived rather than actual norm on behavior
(Ajzen and Fishbein, 1980; Perkins and Wechsler, 1996; Rimal
and Real, 2003) because individuals tend to act based on their
interpretation of the reality (Perkins and Wechsler, 1996). Thus,
we focus on perceived social norm in this study.

Second, perceived norm can be categorized as perceived
descriptive versus injunctive norm (Cialdini et al., 1990). While
perceived descriptive norm describes one’s perception about
the prevalence of the given act, perceived injunctive norm
refers to the extent to which individuals think the majority
approves the given act (Cialdini et al., 1990). Both norms
can influence behavior, but the mechanisms of their influences
are different. Previous research found that perceived injunctive
norm moderated the relationship between perceived descriptive
norm and behavior such that this relationship was stronger at
a high level of perceived injunctive norm compared to a low
level (Lee et al., 2007; Göckeritz et al., 2010; Pandon et al.,
2016). This suggests that individuals do not necessarily follow
perceived descriptive norm because this type of norm only
suggests that many people perform the given action. Instead,
only when they perceive most people approve the behavior (i.e.,
perceived injunctive norm), they likely comply with the perceived
descriptive norm.

In addition, TNSB contends that the strength of normative
influence is moderated by group proximity (Rimal and Lapinski,
2015). Individuals are more likely to comply with norms
of the group to which they are psychologically close (Rimal
and Lapinski, 2015), which empirical research has supported
(Neighbors et al., 2010, 2013; Woolf et al., 2014; Yang and
Zhao, 2017). For instance, Neighbors et al. (2010) found that
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college students’ identification with specific groups moderated
the relationship between perceived drinking norm in that group
and drinking behavior such that group identification made the
influence of the perceived drinking norm in the target group
stronger. Similarly, identification with other marijuana users
enhanced the influence of perceived norm on marijuana use
(Neighbors et al., 2013). Therefore, the perceived workout norm
in one’s network should exhibit a stronger impact on workout
behavior than the same norm in general society. Hence, the
current research focuses on perceived descriptive and injunctive
workout norms in one’s social network.

Perceived Workout Norm Cultivated by Social
Network Sites
Previous research has extended TNSB by explaining what factors
may shape perceived social norms, which then translate into
engagement in the given behavior. One important predictor
that affects perceived social norm is perceived exposure to
media information about the given act (Litt and Stock,
2011; Zhang and Jemmott, 2014; Nesi et al., 2017; Rui and
Stefanone, 2017; Yang and Zhao, 2017; Duong and Liu, 2019).
Lapinski and Rimal (2005) argued that the cultivation theory
could explain these findings. Cultivation theory maintains
that media influence individuals by shaping their perception
of the world, and heavy media users tend to perceive
the world more closely to what media present (Gerbner,
1998). For example, as violence is prevalent on American
television, heavy viewers were found to perceive the world more
dangerous compared to light viewers (Ogles and Hoffner, 1987;
Riddle et al., 2011).

Similarly, if individuals are exposed to a large amount of SNS
posts on a given health behavior, these cues may be interpreted as
signs that this behavior is prevalent among their social contacts.
Indeed, Litt and Stock (2011) manipulated perceived descriptive
norm of drinking by exposing participants to Facebook profiles,
which feature alcohol consumption. Likewise, Duong and Liu
(2019) manipulated perceived descriptive norm of e-cigarette
by exposing participants to relevant news. Survey research also
provided similar results. For instance, Zhang and Jemmott (2014)
found that the unintentional exposure to sexual content online
enhanced Chinese college students’ perceptions of descriptive
and injunctive norms of sexual behavior. Yang and Zhao (2017)
revealed that the exposure to pro-drinking information via SNSs
predicted perceived injunctive drinking norm positively.

Notably, studies reviewed above tested exposure through self-
report measures of the frequency of being exposed to the given
information (Zhang and Jemmott, 2014; Yang and Zhao, 2017).
This essentially measures perceived exposure rather than actual
exposure. However, as reviewed earlier, individuals tend to act
based on their interpretation of the reality (Perkins and Wechsler,
1996), so perceived rather than actual social norm exhibits a
stronger effect on behavior. This perception of social norm
is more likely shaped by perceived exposure to the relevant
information. For example, if Alex thinks he is exposed to 50
drinking posts via Facebook every day but in reality he is exposed
to only 20, he likely overestimates the prevalence of and the
approval for drinking in his Facebook network. Thus, we use

perceived exposure in this study. Based on the literature reviewed
above, we propose,

H1: Perceived exposure to workout-related SNS posts predicts
perceived descriptive norm of workout in one’s network
positively.

In addition, although research provided a wealth of evidence
on the effect of perceived exposure on perceived injunctive norms
(Zhang and Jemmott, 2014; Nesi et al., 2017; Rui and Stefanone,
2017; Yang and Zhao, 2017), this direct relationship may not
hold in the present study. As explained earlier, research reviewed
above focuses on questionable behaviors. However, the extent to
which a given behavior is deemed questionable depends on the
situation (Cialdini et al., 1990). Marijuana use is inappropriate in
the general society but can be deemed acceptable by a group of
rebellious teenagers. Thus, SNS posts about these questionable
behaviors provide signals about how members of one’s social
network view the given behaviors. However, the pro-health
nature of workout suggests that this behavior may be deemed
appropriate in most situations, and this evaluation may not be
related to the amount of information that expresses support
to workout in one’s network. Thus, perceived exposure to SNS
cues may not have a significant effect on perceived injunctive
norm of workout.

The theory of normative social behavior posits that the
perceived injunctive norm may mediate the relationship between
perceived descriptive norm and behavior because individuals
may view the prevalence cues as the signal that many individuals
approve the given behavior (Rimal and Lapinski, 2015). In
other words, if many people engage in certain behavior, they
likely endorse that behavior. Hence, individuals perceiving
to be exposed to a wealth of workout posts via SNSs may
develop heightened levels of perceived descriptive norm of
workout, which then translate into enhanced levels of perceived
injunctive norm.

H2: Perceived descriptive norm of workout in one’s network
mediates the relationship between perceived exposure to
workout-related SNS posts and perceived injunctive norm of
workout in one’s network.

Additionally, TNSB posits that both perceived descriptive and
injunctive norms exhibit a main effect on the given behavior. This
argument received empirical support in the context of workout
(Okun et al., 2002; Lee, 2011). Thus,

H3: Perceived (a) descriptive and (b) injunctive norms of
workout in one’s network predict workout intention positively.

From Perceived Norm to Intention: The
Role of Self-Efficacy
The theory of normative social behavior posited that perceived
social norm did not always exhibit a linear relationship with
behavior (Rimal and Lapinski, 2015). Instead, research on TNSB
has identified a range of factors that can moderate the effect of
perceived social norm on behavior (Dieterich et al., 2013; Yang
and Zhao, 2017) such as self-efficacy (see Rimal and Lapinski,
2015 for a review).
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As an important concept in social cognitive theory, self-
efficacy remains a critical predictor of a wide range of human
behaviors (see Strecher et al., 1986 for a review). Bandura (1977)
conceptualized self-efficacy as one’s confidence in their ability to
perform certain behavior. Individuals exhibiting high self-efficacy
tend to set higher goals, demonstrate more commitment to goal
accomplishment, perceive fewer behavioral barriers, and expect
better outcomes (Bandura, 2004). When it comes to workout,
empirical work shows that self-efficacy in workout plays a critical
role in motivating individuals to engage in physical activities
(Marcus et al., 1992; Oman and King, 1998; McAuley et al.,
2006; Shin et al., 2006; Haas, 2011). For example, Marcus et al.
(1992) found that employees’ self-efficacy in workout varied
depending on their stage of preparedness for physical activity,
which suggests that self-efficacy was positively associated with
one’s readiness to exercise. Shin et al. (2006) found that self-
efficacy in workout exhibited a strong influence on commitment
to exercises among patients with osteoporosis and osteoarthritis.

In addition to the main effect, research revealed that self-
efficacy could moderate the effect of perceived descriptive norm
on behavior. Jang et al. (2013) found that self-efficacy in
resisting alcohol consumption moderated the effect of perceived
descriptive drinking norm on both drinking intention and
behavior such that the normative influences were stronger among
those reporting a low level of refusal self-efficacy. Zhao et al.
(2018) revealed that self-efficacy in HIV testing moderated
the effect of perceived social norm on HIV testing in the
past 3 months and in lifetime such that self-efficacy enhanced
the normative influence. Although Zhao et al. (2018) did not
specify the type of perceived social norm in their study, their
measure of this variable is consistent with the conceptualization
of perceived descriptive norm. Therefore, similar to research
suggesting that perceived injunctive norm enhanced the effect
of perceived descriptive norm on the target behavior (Lee
et al., 2007; Göckeritz et al., 2010; Pandon et al., 2016), these
studies also suggest that individuals may not follow perceived
descriptive norms blindly. Instead, individuals are more likely to
follow perceived descriptive norms when they are confident in
completing the given action.

H4: Self-efficacy in workout moderates the effect of perceived
descriptive norm of workout in one’s social network on workout
intention such that this effect is stronger at a high level of
self-efficacy compared to low.

Furthermore, as mentioned earlier, we used two different
measures of workout intention. CLT posits that the decision-
making is influenced by one’s psychological distance of the target,
which is positively related to the abstractness of the target (Trope
and Liberman, 2010). The general measure of workout intention
simply asks participants about their likelihood to engage in
physical activities in the next month, without priming them
to think about any details. In contrast, following Kim and
Sundar (2012), the specific measure of workout intention asks
participants about their likelihood to purchase coupons related
to physical activities. This measure could prime participants
to think about more detailed investments they have to make

to physical activities, specifically money and time, which are
identified as key barriers to physical activities (Spinney and
Millward, 2010). Thinking about details related to the given
behavior corresponds to the conceptualization of generality
versus specificity that CLT conceptualized (Trope and Liberman,
2010). Taken together, the general measure suggests a higher level
of psychological distance of workout intention compared to the
specific measure.

Additionally, research on CLT shows that when individuals
report a low level of psychological distance, their behavior is
more strongly affected by their feasibility perception because the
specificity of the target makes individuals focus more on detailed
information (Liberman and Trope, 1998; Eyal et al., 2009; Chu
and Yang, 2020). By contrast, when individuals report a high
level of psychological distance, their behavior is more strongly
affected by their desirability perception because the distance
makes individuals unable to analyze details of the target, only
developing an abstract mental construal (Liberman and Trope,
1998; Eyal et al., 2009; Chu and Yang, 2020). For example,
Chu and Yang (2020) manipulated the psychological distance
of climate change in their experiment. Their findings reveal
that messages highlighting risks of the climate change motivated
engagement in climate change mitigation actions more strongly
at a high level of psychological distance (Chu and Yang, 2020).
Conversely, when participants were primed to perceive climate
change psychologically close, their engagement in climate change
mitigation actions were more strongly motivated by messages
highlighting efficacy of these actions (Chu and Yang, 2020).

Thus, when individuals are primed to evaluate their workout
intention more specifically, they may give more considerations to
whether they can complete the given task. This evaluation of their
ability can be indicated by self-efficacy in workout. Conversely,
when they are primed to assess their workout intention generally,
they may give more considerations to the extent to which they
think workout is desirable, which perceived injunctive norm may
indicate. Hence,

H5: The effect of self-efficacy on workout intention should
be stronger for the specific measure compared to the
general measure.

H6: The effect of perceived network injunctive norm on workout
intention should be stronger for the general measure compared
to the specific measure.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sample
We conducted an online survey and collaborated with a large
company that provides sampling services in China. Participants
had to be at least 18 years old and use at least one SNS
platform at the time of data collection. A convenience sample
of 840 responses was recruited. We excluded 33 incomplete
responses, so the final sample size was 807. There were more
female participants in the final sample (443, or 54.9%). A large
portion of the participants finished 4-year college education
(72.7%), followed by associate degree (13.9%), master’s or Ph.D.
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degree (8.4%), high school degree (4.1%), middle school (0.7%)
and elementary school (0.1%). Almost 40% of the participants
(39.7%) reported their monthly household income of 12,501–
38,500 RMB (1890.82–5823.27 USD), followed by 8,001–12,500
RMB (1210.18–1890.67 USD, 26.4%), 5,001–8,000 RMB (756.42–
1210.03 USD, 15.9%), 3,501–5,000 RMB (527.95–756.27 USD,
8.8%), 38,501–83,500 RMB (5823.43–12629.70 USD, 5.6%), 3,500
RMB or below (527.8 USD, 2.5%), and 83,501 RMB or above
(12629.85 USD, 1.2%).

Measures
Perceived descriptive workout norm in one’s network was measured
by adapting the 3-item Likert scale assessing perceived descriptive
norm of talking about organ donation with family (Park and
Smith, 2007). Items include “exercise has become a lifestyle
of most people that I know,” “most people that I know often
exercise,” and “most people that I know exercise when they
have time” (Cronbach’s α = 0.79, M = 3.65, SD = 0.83).
Perceived injunctive workout norm in one’s network was also
measured through Park and Smith (2007), which, however,
exhibited a relatively low level of reliability (Cronbach’s α = 0.67,
M = 4.24, SD = 0.58). Items include “most people that I know
think it’s important to exercise/acknowledge the importance of
exercise/think they should exercise when they have time.” Self-
efficacy in workout was assessed through using the 5-item Likert
scale on self-efficacy in exercises by Marcus et al. (1992). Items
include “I’m confident I can participate in regular exercise when
I’m tired/in a bad mood/I don’t have the time/on vacation/the
weather is not good” (Cronbach’s α = 0.80, M = 3.53, SD = 0.76).
All these variables were measured on a 5-point Likert scale
(1 = strongly disagree, 5 = strongly agree).

Furthermore, perceived exposure to workout-related SNS posts
was measured by using a 5-item scale. Participants were asked
to assess how often they saw their family and friends shared
photos and text-based statuses about their workout experiences,
data about their workout, photos showing the accomplishments
of their workout, and inspirational posts related to workout on
a 5-point Likert scale (1 = never, 2 = seldom, 3 = sometimes,
4 = often, and 5 = always). Although this was a self-created scale,
it received good results of reliability tests (Cronbach’s α = 0.77,
M = 3.19, SD = 0.69).

We measured workout intention by using two different
methods. First, we asked participants how likely they might
engage in physical activities in the next month on a 5-point Likert
question (1 = very unlikely, 5 = very likely; M = 4.36, SD = 0.76).
In addition, Kim and Sundar (2012) measured the intention
to engage in healthy behavior by asking participants to select
coupons for health-facilitating and health-inhibiting products
and services. Following their measurement, we assessed workout
intention by asking participants to indicate their likelihood on
a 5-point Likert scale (1 = very unlikely, 5 = very likely) to
choose a coupon for gym membership (M = 3.83, SD = 0.99)
and online training classes via Keep, a workout mobile app
popular in China (M = 4.02, SD = 1.02). In order to minimize
the influence of monetary costs, both coupons were indicated as
20% off. Table 1 presents descriptive analyses of and bivariate
correlations between these variables. As measures of some

variables were derived from established scales in English, the
first author translated them into Chinese and the second author
checked the validity.

Statistical Analysis
For all analyses, we controlled biological sex, age, education, and
income. H1 and H2 proposed a simple mediation hypothesis.
As Macro Process provides a convenient method to conduct
mediation analyses, we tested them through Macro Process 3.4
developed by Andrew F. Hayes in Columbus (Hayes, 2017) with
5,000 bootstrapped samples.

Furthermore, as we proposed a moderated serial mediation
model (Figure 1), H3 and H4 were examined within this model
through the Lavaan package 6.8 via R. Simple effect tests were
performed when a significant moderation effect emerged. The
relationship between perceived descriptive norm and workout
intention was compared between a high (one SD above the
standardized mean) and low (one SD below the standardized
mean) level of self-efficacy.

Finally, H5 and H6 were tested through the following formula
(Clogg et al., 1995). Z-scores were computed to compare the
effect of self-efficacy on the general workout intention and that
on two specific workout intentions. If the absolute value of the
Z-score exceeded 1.96, there were significant differences between
these effects.

Z =
β1− β2√

SEβ12 + SEβ22

RESULTS

Simple Mediation Analysis (H1–H2)
Perceived exposure to workout posts on SNSs predicted perceived
descriptive norm of workout in one’s network (β = 0.47,
p < 0.001; R2 = 0.26, F(5,801) = 57.16, p < 0.001) but did
not exhibit a significant relationship with perceived injunctive
norm of workout in one’s network (β = 0.05, p = 0.16;
R2 = 0.20, F(6,800) = 32.46, p < 0.001). Perceived descriptive
norm predicted perceived injunctive norm positively (β = 0.39,
p < 0.001). The mediation between perceived SNS exposure
and perceived injunctive norm of workout through perceived
descriptive norm was significant [effect size: 0.27, 95% CI: (0.21,
0.33)]. H2 was supported. Among control variables, age predicted
perceived descriptive norm positively (β = 0.12, p < 0.001)
and education predicted perceived injunctive norm positively
(β = 0.07, p< 0.05).

Perceived Social Network Site Exposure,
Perceived Workout Norm, Self-Efficacy,
and General Workout Intention (H3–H4)
Perceived descriptive norm, self-efficacy, their interaction term,
along with perceived injunctive norm, perceived SNS exposure
and control variables explained 58.9% of total variances in
the general workout intention. Perceived network descriptive
(β = 0.29, p < 0.001, Table 2) and injunctive norms (β = 0.15,
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TABLE 1 | Descriptive statistics and zero-order correlations; means (SDs) presented along the diagonal.

Perceived SNS
exposure

Descriptive
norm

Injunctive
norm

Self-efficacy Intention,
exercise

Intention,
gym

Intention,
class

Perceived SNS exposure 3.19 (0.69) 0.49*** 0.25*** 0.35*** 0.30*** 0.23*** 0.28***

Descriptive norm 3.65 (0.83) 0.43*** 0.39*** 0.32*** 0.24*** 0.28***

Injunctive norm 4.24 (0.58) 0.12*** 0.22*** 0.09* 0.12**

Self-efficacy 3.53 (0.76) 0.56*** 0.27*** 0.23***

Intention, exercise 4.36 (0.76) 0.30*** 0.29***

Intention, gym 3.83 (0.99) 0.25***

Intention, class 4.02 (1.02)

***p < 0.001, **p < 0.01, *p < 0.05.

H1

H2 H3a
H3b

H4

H6

H5

Perceived SNS 

exposure

Descriptive 

norm

Injunctive 

norm

Workout 

intention

(general vs. 

specific)

Self-efficacy

FIGURE 1 | The hypothesized model.

p < 0.001) predicted general workout intention positively,
supporting H3a and H3b. In addition to a significant main
effect (β = 0.78, p < 0.001), self-efficacy moderated the
relationship between perceived network descriptive norm and
general workout intention (β = − 0.08, p < 0.001) such that

TABLE 2 | The two-step mediation model between perceived social network site
(SNS) exposure and workout intention next month via perceived descriptive norm
and perceived injunctive norm moderated by self-efficacy.

Perceived
descriptive norm

of workout

Perceived
injunctive norm

of workout

Workout
intention next

month

Perceived SNS exposure 0.56*** 0.04 0.09*

Sex 0.04 0.05 0.01

Education 0.03 0.06* 0.05

Income 0.04 0.01 0.06**

Age 0.015*** −0.001 0.002

Perceived descriptive
norm of workout

NA 0.27*** 0.29***

Perceived injunctive norm
of workout

NA NA 0.15***

Self-efficacy NA NA 0.78***

Descriptive × self-efficacy NA NA −0.08***

***p < 0.001, **p < 0.01, *p < 0.05.

this relationship was significant at a low level of self-efficacy
(β = 0.07, p < 0.041) but non-significant at a high level (p = 0.22,
Figure 2). The result of the simple effect test was different from
our prediction, so H4 was only partially supported.

Among other variables, income (β = 0.06, p < 0.002) and
perceived exposure (β = 0.09, p < 0.026) predicted the general
workout intention. Perceived SNS exposure was positively related
to perceived network descriptive norm (β = 0.47, p < 0.001)
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FIGURE 2 | Self-efficacy moderated the relationship between perceived
descriptive norm of workout and workout intention next month.
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but not to perceived network injunctive norm (p = 0.15).
Perceived network descriptive norm was positively associated
with perceived network injunctive norm (β = 0.39, p < 0.001).
These findings replicate the simple mediation analysis, thereby
lending additional support to H1 and H2.

Perceived Social Network Site Exposure,
Perceived Workout Norm, Self-Efficacy,
and Specific Workout Intention (H3–H4)
The Intention to Purchase the Gym Membership
Coupon
Perceived descriptive norm, self-efficacy, their interaction term,
along with perceived injunctive norm, perceived SNS exposure
and control variables explained 13.3% of total variances in
the intention to purchase the gym membership coupon. While
perceived network injunctive norm was not significantly related
to the intention to purchase the gym membership coupon
(p = 0.57), perceived network descriptive norm (β = 0.24,
p < 0.001, Table 3) and self-efficacy (β = 0.34, p < 0.001)
both exhibited a significant relationship with this intention. The
moderation effect was significant as well (β = − 0.03, p < 0.001).
The relationship between perceived network injunctive norm
and the intention to purchase the gym membership coupon was
stronger at a low level of self-efficacy (β = 0.16, p < 0.004) than a
high level (β = 0.12, p< 0.05, Figure 3). Thus, H3a was supported,
H3b was rejected, and H4 received partial support.

The Intention to Purchase the Online Training Class
Coupon
The proposed model explained 36.3% of total variances in
the intention to choose the online training class coupon.
Again, a non-significant relationship between perceived network
injunctive norm and this intention was found (p = 0.66).
Perceived network descriptive norm (β = 0.52, p < 0.001),
self-efficacy (β = 0.52, p < 0.001), and their interaction

TABLE 3 | The two-step mediation model between perceived social network site
(SNS) exposure and the intention to purchase the gym membership coupon via
perceived descriptive norm and perceived injunctive norm moderated
by self-efficacy.

Perceived
descriptive norm

of workout

Perceived
injunctive norm

of workout

Gym
membership

Perceived SNS exposure 0.56*** 0.04 0.155*

Sex 0.04 0.05 0.11

Education 0.03 0.06* −0.05

Income 0.04 0.01 0.05

Age 0.015*** −0.001 0.001

Perceived descriptive norm
of workout

NA 0.27*** 0.24***

Perceived injunctive norm
of workout

NA NA −0.04

Self-efficacy NA NA 0.34***

Descriptive × self-efficacy NA NA −0.03***

***p < 0.001, *p < 0.05.
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FIGURE 3 | Self-efficacy moderated the relationship between perceived
descriptive norm of workout and the intention to purchase the coupon for gym
membership.

TABLE 4 | The two-step mediation model between perceived social network site
(SNS) exposure and the intention to purchase online training class via perceived
descriptive norm and perceived injunctive norm moderated by self-efficacy.

Perceived
descriptive norm

of workout

Perceived
injunctive norm

of workout

Online
training class

Perceived SNS exposure 0.56*** 0.04 0.25***

Sex 0.04 0.05 0.20**

Education 0.03 0.06* 0.08

Income 0.035 0.01 0.07*

Age 0.015*** −0.001 −0.00

Perceived descriptive
norm of workout

NA 0.27*** 0.52***

Perceived injunctive norm
of workout

NA NA −0.03

Self-efficacy NA NA 0.52***

Descriptive × self-efficacy NA NA −0.10***

***p < 0.001, **p < 0.01, *p < 0.05.

term (β = − 0.10, p < 0.001, Table 4) all exhibited a
significant relationship with the intention to purchase the
online training class coupon. Specifically, the relationship
between perceived network descriptive norm and this intention
was significant at a low level of self-efficacy (β = 0.23,
p < 0.001) but non-significant at a high level (p = 0.19,
Figure 4). Again, H3a was supported, H3b was rejected,
and H4 received partial support. Taken together, across both
general and specific measures of the workout intention, H3a
received full support but H4 was partially supported. H3b
was supported for the general intention but rejected for the
specific intention.

Comparisons of the Effect of
Self-Efficacy Between the General and
Specific Intentions (H5–H6)
Following the formula mentioned above (Clogg et al., 1995),
the effect of self-efficacy on the general workout intention was
significantly larger than the intention to purchase the gym
membership coupon (Z = 9.01) and the intention to purchase
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FIGURE 4 | Self-efficacy moderated the relationship between perceived
descriptive norm of workout and the intention to purchase the coupon for
online training classes.

the online training class coupon (Z = 4.99). Although significant
differences were found, the direction was opposite to what was
proposed in H5. Thus, H5 was rejected.

Moreover, the effect of and perceived network injunctive norm
on the general workout intention was significantly larger than the
intention to purchase the gym membership coupon (Z = 2.63)
and the intention to purchase the online training class coupon
(Z = 2.38, Table 5). Hence, H6 was supported.

DISCUSSION

As sharing details of daily life on SNSs such as workout
experiences becomes increasingly prevalent, how workout-
related posts may affect engagement of individuals in physical
activities has attracted scholarly attention (Hamari and Koivisto,
2015; Vaterlaus et al., 2015; Burke and Rains, 2018; Raggatt et al.,
2018; Peng et al., 2019). Drawing upon TNSB (Lapinski and
Rimal, 2005; Rimal and Lapinski, 2015), the present investigation
aims to explain the mechanism by which perceived exposure to
workout-related SNS posts may affect physical activities through
the lens of perceived social norm. Our findings demonstrate that
perceived descriptive norm of workout in one’s network mediated
the relationship between perceived exposure and perceived
injunctive norm. In addition, self-efficacy in workout consistently
moderated the effect of perceived descriptive norms on workout
intention such that this effect was stronger at a low level of self-
efficacy. Furthermore, the effects of self-efficacy and perceived
injunctive norm was consistently larger on the general measure of
the workout intention than the specific measure. These findings
extend the scholarship on TNSB by explicating the relationships
between perceived descriptive and injunctive norms and shed
light on the relative strength of the motivating factors of workout
in different situations.

Major Findings and Implications
Social Network Site Exposure and Perceived
Workout Norm
First, our findings show that the perceived exposure to workout-
related SNS posts shaped perceived descriptive norm of workout

TABLE 5 | Comparisons of the effect of self-efficacy and perceived injunctive
norm on general versus specific workout intentions; standardized coefficients
presented with SEs in the bracket.

Self-efficacy Differences,
self-efficacy

Perceived
injunctive

norm

Differences,
perceived
injunctive

norm

1. General
intention

0.78 (0.028) 1–2: Z = 9.01
1–3: Z = 4.99

0.15 (0.04) 1–2: Z = 2.63
1–3: Z = 2.38

2. Coupon,
gym
membership

0.34 (0.04) −0.04 (0.06)

3. Coupon,
online training
class

0.52 (0.044) −0.03 (0.064)

in social network of an individual directly. In addition, after
perceived descriptive norm was controlled, perceived SNS
exposure did not exhibit a direct relationship with perceived
injunctive norm. Instead, perceived descriptive norm mediated
the relationship between perceived SNS exposure and perceived
injunctive norm. This finding supports prior research that found
positive relationships between perceived exposure and perceived
descriptive norms of health behaviors (Litt and Stock, 2011;
Zhang and Jemmott, 2014; Duong and Liu, 2019).

It is important to note that previous research found
a significant relationship between perceived exposure and
perceived injunctive norm of the given behavior (Zhang and
Jemmott, 2014; Nesi et al., 2017; Rui and Stefanone, 2017; Yang
and Zhao, 2017), which the present study did not replicate. One
possible explanation is that those studies focus on questionable
behaviors such as alcohol consumption (Nesi et al., 2017;
Rui and Stefanone, 2017; Yang and Zhao, 2017) and sexual
encounters (Zhang and Jemmott, 2014). Whether these behaviors
are deemed proper is contextual (Cialdini et al., 1990). Thus,
individuals may need SNS cues to evaluate its appropriateness
in their social network. By contrast, for pro-health behaviors
such as workout, this justification may not be needed, as in
most situations workout is considered positive, regardless of
the level of perceived exposure. This hence explains why the
relationship between perceived SNS exposure and perceived
injunctive norm of workout was insignificant. Instead, as Rimal
and Lapinski (2015) posited, which also received empirical
support by the current study, perceived injunctive norm may be
a result of perceived descriptive norm. Therefore, we speculate
that perceived descriptive norm of questionable behaviors may
partially mediate the effect of perceived exposure on perceived
injunctive norm, whereas this might be a full mediation for
pro-health behaviors. Future research can test this speculation.

Due to the cross-sectional design of the present study, we
cannot make causal argument that perceived descriptive norm
causes perceived injunctive norm. However, we argue that the
opposite direction may not hold theoretically. Although many
people may endorse certain behavior (i.e., perceived injunctive
norm), they may not necessarily do so (i.e., perceived descriptive
norm) because people may lack the skills, resources, or
motivation to perform the given act despite their approval of the
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behavior (Yzer, 2012). This especially applies to workout, which
requires physical and time investments. Hence, the mediation
between perceived SNS exposure and perceived injunctive norm
via perceived descriptive norm is more theoretically valid.

In addition, one limitation regarding the effect of perceived
SNS exposure on perceived workout norm is that individuals’
perception of workout norm may come from multiple sources.
Apart from SNSs, interpersonal discussions, direct observations,
and traditional mass media exposure may all shape their
perceived workout norm. In fact, when other channels are
considered, SNS exposure may not always shape perceived
descriptive norm of the given health behavior (Rui and Stefanone,
2017; Yang and Zhao, 2017). Hence, we cannot make arguments
about the exclusive impact of SNS exposure on perceived workout
norm, and cautions are required to interpret our findings.

Perceived Workout Norm, Self-Efficacy, and Intention
The present investigation also sheds light on how perceived
workout norm—both descriptive and injunctive—may affect
workout intention and how self-efficacy might be positioned as
a moderator in the relationship between perceived descriptive
norm and workout intention. Several interesting patterns have
emerged from our findings which are relatively consistent across
all three measures of workout intention.

First, perceived descriptive norm enhanced workout intention,
regardless of the measure. One possible explanation is that
descriptive norm is associated with prevalence (Cialdini et al.,
1990; Park and Smith, 2007). Therefore, individuals driven by
perceived descriptive norm to engage in certain behaviors may
expect to fulfill social needs while performing these acts. Workout
is such an example (Snyder, 1970). Going to the gym can
satisfy their need for socialization. As for taking online training
classes, we specified that the classes were purchased through
Keep, a workout mobile app popular in China. Users can share
their exercise experiences with others through this app, so this
option for physical activities can also gratify social needs. This
finding hence corresponds to the wealth of empirical evidence,
which demonstrates the peer influence on workout (Lee, 2011;
Yun and Silk, 2011).

In contrast, perceived injunctive norm predicted the likelihood
to engage in physical activities in the next month rather than
the likelihood to purchase the coupons for gym membership
and online training classes. As explained earlier, CLT posits that
individuals’ decisions are more driven by desirability perception
when they exhibit a high level of psychological distance, whereas
their decisions are more driven by feasibility perception when
their psychological distance is low (Liberman and Trope, 1998;
Eyal et al., 2009; Chu and Yang, 2020). Moreover, psychological
distance is associated with the level of abstractness of one’s
mental representation of the target (Trope and Liberman,
2010). Hence, at the general level, one’s workout decisions may
be driven by whether the given act is appropriate, indicated
by perceived injunctive norm. However, when individuals are
primed to consider detailed commitments that they have to
make to workout, feasibility becomes the key predictor that
affects their decisions. For example, participants may not think
it is worthwhile to purchase these coupons given alternative

free options for physical activities. They might also have to
evaluate if they can make time commitment to these paid
choices of physical activities. Hence, perceived injunctive norm
of workout in their network did not affect their decisions to
purchase these coupons.

Later, self-efficacy in workout consistently predicted all
measures of workout intention. This suggests that compared
to perceived norms, self-efficacy might be more important in
encouraging workout. After all, workout requires skills, time,
and resources. Thus, when it comes to evaluating the likelihood
to engage in physical activities, individuals may give more
considerations to whether they have the required ability and
resources, rather than simply follow what most other people do.

Additionally, self-efficacy moderated the effect of perceived
descriptive norm on all three workout intentions, but it
dampened the norm influence, opposite to our prediction. This
suggests that perceived descriptive norm and self-efficacy may
represent two routes to motivating workout, which are not
complementary. Individuals may follow the crowd to engage in
workout, and this peer influence may not be driven by self-
efficacy. Alternatively, they may be intrinsically motivated to
exercise because of their confidence, which has nothing to do
with peer influence.

General Versus Specific Workout Intention:
Self-Efficacy and Perceived Injunctive Norm
Finally, we compared the effects of self-efficacy and perceived
injunctive norm on the specific versus general measure of
workout intention. As explained earlier, our findings show that
the perceived injunctive norm predicted the general workout
intention but not the specific, which supports CLT research
demonstrating a stronger effect of desirability perception on
behavior when individuals are primed to think generally
about it (Liberman and Trope, 1998; Eyal et al., 2009;
Chu and Yang, 2020).

However, opposite to the hypothesis, self-efficacy exhibited
a stronger effect on the general workout intention than the
specific. One possible explanation is that other variables may
influence participants’ decisions of coupon purchases such as
money. Indeed, money is identified as a key barrier to physical
activities (Spinney and Millward, 2010). However, we controlled
income as a way to consider money influence on the specific
workout intention, and the post hoc analysis shows that the effects
of income did not differ significantly between the general and
specific measures of workout intention1.

We speculate that the current measure of self-efficacy in
workout may not be a good indicator of feasibility perception
of workout. This measure shows one’s self-rated ability to tackle
obstacles to workout including a tight schedule, exhaustion,
laziness, and bad mood (Marcus et al., 1992, see the Appendix).

1We compared the effect of income on the general (β = 0.064, SE = 0.02) versus
specific workout intention (gym membership: β = 0.05, SE = 0.03; online training
class: β = 0.07, SE = 0.03). However, no significant differences were found between
the general measure and the intention to purchase the gym membership coupon
(Z = − 0.17) and between the general measure and the intention to purchase the
coupon for online training classes (Z =− 0.47).
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However, concerns over money and physical strength may also
be involved in the evaluation of feasibility of workout.

Regardless, to the best of our knowledge, these findings are
among the limited research that compared the relative strengths
of the predictors of workout intention in a general versus
specific situation. Although our hypotheses did not receive full
support, the result of perceived injunctive norm suggests that the
perception of most others’ approval can be an important factor
that motivates individuals’ decisions of workout. However, this
perception may not be priority when individuals start to consider
details about their preparations for workout.

This finding along with results mentioned provides important
practical implications for workout campaigns. Practitioners can
collaborate with workout apps and encourage individuals to
share their workout experiences on SNSs. This could directly
elevate individuals’ perceived descriptive norms of workout in
their network and indirectly enhance their perceived injunctive
norms. However, this social norm approach may only be effective
for those who have not had sufficient considerations of exercises.
For those who have thought about details of physical activities
or started to engage in physical activities, campaigns should
focus on addressing their obstacles to workout and elevate
their self-efficacy.

Limitations and Future Directions
Several limitations of the present study are worth mentioning.
A major problem of this study is its cross-sectional design.
Therefore, when it comes to the effect of SNS exposure on
perceived workout norm, we cannot rule out potential influences
of other sources, and more robust evidence is needed to confirm
the mediation result we found. Experiment or longitudinal
research is needed for future inquiries.

Second, the present study was conducted with a convenience
sample of Chinese individuals. This could limit the internal
and external validity of the current findings. Cross-cultural
comparisons with random samples are needed.

Furthermore, as mentioned before, our measure of perceived
injunctive workout norm did not demonstrate a good result of
reliability. This might threaten the validity of our measure and
increase the chance of type II error.

In addition, following Kim and Sundar (2012), we used
a behavioral measure as a proxy for assessing individuals’
intention to engage in physical activities. This measure can prime
participants to consider more details related to workout when
evaluating their workout intention. Although additional factors
such as monetary costs may be introduced, money is indeed a
key barrier to physical activities (Spinney and Millward, 2010).
However, the validity of this measure needs to be re-examined,
and purchasing workout-related coupons may not be the only
way to measure the specific intention of workout.

In addition to addressing these limitations, future research
may benefit from following directions. In terms of understanding
how norms develop, future research can examine the relationship
between collective norm and perceived norm. As Miller and
Prentice (1996) argued, one source of perceived norm is direct
observation. Thus, individuals may develop perceived norm
based on their observation of collective norm. Hence, perceived
norm may be a result of collective norm. Additionally, research

is needed to understand how collective norm forms. In addition
to individual behaviors, institutional, national policies, or culture
may contribute to the formation of collective norms.

Moreover, as explained earlier, our study suggests that
whether the given behavior is pro-health may affect the
relationship between SNS exposure and perceived injunctive
norm, which future research should test. Furthermore, systematic
investigations are needed to understand the attributes of
behaviors and examine how these behavioral attributes may
moderate normative influences.

CONCLUSION

The present research investigated how SNSs may affect
individuals’ intention to engage in physical activities from the
perspective of perceived social norm. Our findings explicate the
relationship and difference between perceived descriptive and
injunctive norms and highlight the important role that self-
efficacy plays in motivating workout. Additionally, perceived
injunctive norm was a significant predictor of general workout
intention but became non-significant when individuals were
primed to consider details about workout. Therefore, social
norm can be a valuable approach to campaigns on workout in
which SNSs can play a critical role, but the relative strength of
perceived norm may depend on individuals’ self-efficacy and the
specificity of the context.
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